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The effectiveness of imploding waves at detonation initiation of stoichiometric ethyleneand propane-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures in a tube was investigated. Implosions were driven
by twice-shocked gas located at the end of a shock tube and wave strength was varied
to determine the critical conditions necessary for initiation as a function of diluent concentration for each fuel. Hydrocarbon-air mixtures were not detonated due to to facility
limitations, however detonations were achieved with nitrogen dilutions as large as 60% and
40% in ethylene and propane mixtures respectively. The critical energy input required
for detonation of each dilution was then estimated using the unsteady energy equation.
Blast wave initiation theory was reviewed and the effect of tube wall proximity to the blast
wave source was considered. Estimated critical energies were found to scale better with
the planar initiation energy than the spherical initiation energy, suggesting that detonation
initiation was influenced by wave reflection from the tube walls.
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Nomenclature
A

Area of annular orifice

Ah

Energy scaling variable

Atube

Cross-sectional area of tube

Bi

Constant of integration

c

Speed of sound

D

CJ detonation velocity

d

Sensor surface diameter

Es

Source energy

e

Internal energy

ê

Non-dimensional energy

h

Enthalpy

L

Sensor spacing

M

Mach number

mj

Energy scaling variable

P

Pressure

R

Wave radius or specific gas constant

R0

Explosion length

Rtube

Radius of the tube

R̃

Universal gas constant

r̂

Non-dimensional radius

T

Temperature

Ts

Post-shock temperature

tc

Characteristic time of implosion

U

Velocity

Us

Shock velocity

u

Velocity

ur

Radial inflow velocity through orifice

û

Non-dimensional velocity

V

Volume

vnom

Nominal velocity measurement

w

Annular orifice width
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β∗

Ratio of reaction zone length to blast radius

∆

Induction length

∆t

Transit time

∆x

Length

γ

Ratio of specific heats

λ

detonation cell size

ρ

Density

θ

Reduced activation energy

0

Stagnation state

1

Initial state

2

State behind shock wave

5

State behind reflected wave

23

Average property between transducers 2 and 3

cylindrical

Denotes cylindrical wave geometry

h

Geometry coefficient

j

Geometry coefficient

planar

Denotes planar wave geometry

spherical

Denotes spherical wave geometry

∗

Critical value required for initiation

Introduction
Detonation initiation by wave focusing involves propagating an imploding shock or detonation wave into
a combustible mixture. The imploding wave geometry forces the shocked gas into an ever-decreasing area
that creates additional compression when compared to planar geometries. As the wave radius decreases,
the implosion process can develop regions of extremely high post-shock pressures and temperatures. The
explosion of regions of sufficient size and energy can create a blast wave capable of initiating a detonation
wave.
In this study, imploding toroidal shock waves were propagated into a tube containing propane-oxygennitrogen and ethylene-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures to test the effectiveness of imploding shock waves at detonation initiation. The energy input used to create the implosion for each test is then estimated and
conclusions are drawn as to where detonation initiation occurs in the implosion process based on blast wave
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initiation theory.

Previous Research on Imploding Waves
A large amount of research has been performed with imploding waves in gases. In this study, we briefly
review those concerned with the development of the shock implosion facility. More complete reviews on
earlier imploding shock and imploding detonation wave works are available in separate reviews.1, 2
To date, most initiation studies using shock wave focusing have reflected shock waves from both planar
and specially shaped end walls to create an imploding, reflected shock wave. The reflection of shock waves
from shock-tube end walls is a well-established method of initiation3, 4 and is the primary technique used
to measure ignition delay times. Several studies have also shown that reflection of a planar incident shock
wave from a concave end wall will focus the reflected wave5–8 and that the temperatures and pressures at
the gas-dynamic focus can be sufficient for initiation of the post-shock mixture.9–14 Toroidally imploding
shock waves have also been directly initiated from ring sources.15
Work has been performed with toroidally imploding waves issuing from annular orifices, a feature similar
to the current study. Moen et al.16 and Murray et al.17 quantified the effectiveness of this geometry on
detonation initiation with experiments measuring the transmission of a detonation wave from a smallerdiameter initiator tube to a larger-diameter test-section tube. Both tubes were filled with acetylene-air and
ethylene-air mixtures, and several different obstacles were placed between the two tubes. When using a
circular plate obstacle, they16, 17 noted a substantial increase in the transmission efficiency as compared to
cases without obstacles. The annular gap around the obstacle generated an imploding toroidal shock wave
downstream, which was trailed by a deflagration. Murray et al.17 numerically demonstrated that at the
focus of this imploding toroid was a region of high energy density that was responsible for reinitiation of
the detonation wave. In hydrocarbon-air mixtures, some annular gap sizes allowed successful detonation
transmission for tube diameters as much as 2.2 times smaller than cases where no obstacles were located at
the interface. The geometry was less effective for fuel-oxygen mixtures.
In an attempt to improve on this concept, a system was developed2, 18, 19 to detonate propane-air mixtures
inside a detonation tube using an imploding toroidal detonation wave propagated into the propane-air
mixture from the tube walls. In order to generate the imploding wave, the toroidal initiator used a single
spark plug and a small amount of acetylene-oxygen gas. Later simulations20, 21 have shown that the reflection
of the primary explosion from the contact surface (separating the gas in the tube from the gas driving the
implosion) creates a secondary implosion that is responsible for creation of high-pressures and -temperatures
leading to detonation initiation in this geometry.
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The current study is intended to serve as an extension of earlier initiation work using imploding detonation
waves2, 17 and is motivated by recent numerical simulations that proposed to further refine this initiation
technique through use of an imploding toroidal shock wave (instead of an imploding detonation wave) driven
by jets of air or fuel. Li and Kailasanath22 found that detonations could be initiated in a 14-cm-diameter
tube filled with stoichiometric ethylene-air using an imploding shock wave created from the injection of a
converging annular jet of fuel or air at the outer diameter of the tube. At the injection point, the jet had a
Mach number of unity, a pressure of 0.20 MPa, and a temperature of 250 K. A total reservoir pressure and
temperature of 0.38 MPa and 470 K respectively were required to generate such a jet in a perfect gas with γ
= 1.4. Detonation initiation via a converging air jet is extremely appealing to designers of pulse detonation
engines since it would eliminate the need for a spark plug and associated power supply or any sensitizer fuel.
In flight, stagnation of the atmosphere could supply the hot, pressurized air needed to create the imploding
wave.

Shock Implosion Facility
The experimental shock implosion facility was a variation of the classical shock tunnel and consisted of a
test-section tube with an annular orifice that protruded into the downstream end of a shock tube. It was
designed to supply total pressures and temperatures up to 1.68 MPa and 790 K respectively. These values
were in excess of those used for hydrocarbon-air detonation in numerical simulations.22 This section contains
a description of each component of the facility and an overview of its operation.

GALCIT 6-inch Shock Tube
The GALCIT 6-inch Shock Tube23 was used to create the primary shock wave in each experiment and
consisted of a 6.20-m-long driver section with a 16.5-cm inner diameter (ID) and an 11.3-m-long driven
section with an ID of 15.2-cm. The downstream end flange of the driven section contained a 10.8-cmdiameter hole through which the upstream end of the test section was inserted into the downstream end of
the driven section as shown in Fig. 1.
shock tube end flange

annular orifice

ion probes

test section tube

Figure 1. The experimental setup.
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Driver and driven sections were separated by a diaphragm held by a hydraulic clamp. The driver section
was then pressurized with air while the driven section pressure remained at atmospheric pressure causing
the diaphragm to bulge into a cutting device,24 located immediately downstream of the diaphragm, that
reliably ruptured the diaphragm and caused it to petal open without fragmentation.
The driven section was equipped with four PCB 113A series piezoelectric pressure transducers that were
flush-mounted into the tube wall. The transducers, referred to as ST1, ST2, ST3, and ST4, were located at
3.85 m, 0.70 m, 0.20 m, and 0.10 m respectively from the shock tube end flange. The passage of the shock
wave past transducer ST1 triggered the data acquisition (DAQ) system. The two intermediate transducers,
ST2 and ST3, were used to record the shock arrival times in order to calculate the shock velocity. Transducer
ST4 provided pressure measurements near the annular orifice on the test section. Data were recorded by a
National Instruments data PCI-MIO-16E-1 acquisition card running at 250 kHz and processed by a Labview
program.

Test Section
The test section consisted of a 1.0 m long main tube attached to a shorter 0.25-m-long extension tube with
an annular orifice. Both components had a constant ID of 7.6 cm. The two sections combined to form a
tube with an internal length of 1.25 m.
During the experiment, the extension tube was inserted 8.43 cm into the driven section of the shock tube
and fixed in place using four latch clamps. The upstream edge of the annular orifice was located 4.62 cm
downstream of the start of the test section. The orifice was 2.54 cm wide and interrupted by four 1.0-cm-wide
support struts. The region of the test section that protruded into the shock tube had an outer diameter of
10.2 cm. Further dimensional information for the orifice region is shown in Fig. 2.
The test section was equipped with four pressure transducers and nine ionization probes (Fig. 3). Ionization
probes were spaced 10.4 cm apart and the first was located 38.4 cm from the inner face of the upstream
test-section flange. Probes were numbered I1 through I9 with the probe number increasing with distance
from the flange. Pressure transducers TS1, TS2, TS3, and TS4 were located at 27.9 cm, 69.6 cm, 1.21 m, and
1.25 m respectively from the inner face of the flange. Transducer and ionization probe data were recorded
on two National Instruments PCI-6610 DAQ cards running in master-slave configuration and processed with
a Labview program. Recording of the test-section DAQ system was triggered by the arrival of the incident
shock wave at transducer ST4 in the shock tube. The DAQ system for the test section recorded 20 ms of
data at a sampling rate of 2.5 MHz.
The annular orifice was sealed with 17.8-µm-thick aluminum foil taped to the orifice. Testing determined
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shock tube
end flange

shock tube
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test section tube

annular orifice

test section
end flange

2.1 cm 2.5 cm

Figure 2. A dimensional sketch of the test section/shock tube interface.
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Figure 3. A dimensional schematic of the test section. Measurements are relative to the inner face of the
upstream test-section flange. Units are in decimeters (0.1 m).

that thicker diaphragms did not rupture on all sections of the annular orifice simultaneously, resulting in
asymmetrical implosions. The 17.8-µm-thick foil used was standard Reynolds wrap aluminum foil and
allowed all sections of the diaphragm to rupture within 1.5 µs of each other. For most tests the diaphragm
petaled open cleanly, however some small fragments were swept into the flow and likely interfered with the
implosion symmetry. It is expected that after rupturing the diaphragm, it took some time for the imploding
shock to form from the imploding jet of high pressure gas,25 but this effect was not explored.
The foil provided a reliable seal and rapid rupture but was unable to support more than 0.07 MPa of pressure
difference between the test section and the driven section. To prevent premature rupture, a short length
of tube with two O-ring seals was inserted into the test section. This sliding gate was used to seal the
annular orifice during test section evacuation and filling procedures but was retracted 10 cm downstream
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to completely uncover the annular orifice before rupture of the shock tube diaphragm. Gate actuation was
enabled via a wire connecting the slider gate to a rotatable pull rod, so that turning the rod pulled the sliding
gate along the tube axis. The sliding gate was 8.26 cm long with an ID of 6.35 cm. It is shown removed
from the test section in Fig. 4. As the presence of the sliding gate imposed a discontinuous 70% reduction
in the tube area approximately one tube diameter downstream from the implosion focus, it is possible that
it could have induced deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) for otherwise marginal cases.

Figure 4. The sliding gate.

Basic Operation
During an experiment, the test-section slider gate was moved to seal the test section. Diaphragms were
placed in the shock-tube hydraulic clamp and on the annular orifice of the test section. The test section
was secured to the end of the shock tube using the latch clamps, evacuated, and then filled to 0.10 MPa
with the premixed combustible test mixture. Test-section gases were premixed for at least 15 minutes with
a brushless fan suspended inside of a 9.25 liter mixture-preparation vessel. The desired composition was
achieved by filling the mixture-preparation vessel using the method of partial pressures. After filling, the
slider gate was retracted leaving only the test-section diaphragm to separate the test-section gas from air in
the driven section. Both sections of the shock tube were filled with air at atmospheric pressure. The driver
section was then filled with air from a compressed-air source until the shock-tube diaphragm burst.
Diaphragm rupture generated a shock wave that traveled downstream in the shock tube and reflected from
the upstream flange of the test section, creating a region of slow-moving test gas with elevated pressure
and temperature. The increased pressure ruptured the annular orifice diaphragm and created an imploding
shock wave in the test section.
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Experimental Results and Analysis
A study of the flow properties at the shock tube/test section interface, including a numerical simulation,
was performed to better characterize the initiation process. The results of this analysis are now described,
followed by a discussion of each observed initiation mode and summary plots of the initiation data.

Numerical Simulation
Numerical calculations with AMRITA26 were conducted in order to visualize the flow in the test section
prior to initiation. The calculations did not model any chemical reaction or the presence of the diaphragm
covering the annular orifice. Figure 5 shows several frames from a simulation where a Mach 1.5 incident
wave is initially propagating to the right in the shock tube (frame 1). The simulations are axisymmetric and
depict the region shown in Fig. 2. The lower edge of each image is the centerline of the tube. The results
indicate that the facility does not create a single implosion inside the test section, but rather a series of
closely spaced implosions. The first imploding wave results from the diffracting incident shock wave entering
the test section in frame 9. Part of the diffracting wave also reflects from the annular orifice (frame 10),
propagating a second imploding wave into the test section. Finally, the diffracting incident shock wave
reflects from both the shock-tube end flange and the downstream edge of the annular orifice (frame 10). The
reflection from the downstream annular orifice then enters the test section, reflecting from the upstream edge
of the annular orifice (frame 12) and the axis of symmetry (frame 13). The reflection from the shock-tube
end flange also enters the test section (frame 13). By the end of the implosion process (frame 17), a standing
normal shock wave exists just below the annular orifice, indicating that the flow through the annular orifice
is choked.
During experimental testing, an upper bound on the diaphragm rupture time was measured by placing four
127-µm-diameter shielded wires under the diaphragm and across the center of each orifice. One end of each
wire was connected to a battery at a 3-V potential while the other end was monitored by the DAQ running
at 2.0 MHz. A shock wave rupturing each panel of the diaphragm would also break each wire, dropping the
potential measured at the DAQ end. Wire breakage was assumed to occur when the voltage dropped below
60% of its initial value. Passage of a Mach 1.5 shock wave resulted in all wires dropping below the 60%
threshold within a 2.0-µs period, implying near simultaneous rupture of all diaphragm panels. Calculating
the shock location versus time from the pressure transducer data shows that wire breakage occurred 100 µs
after arrival of the shock wave over the center of the annular orifice. During that 100 µs period, a Mach
1.5 shock wave would only have time to reflect from the shock tube end flange and travel upstream 1.55
cm, placing it 0.25 cm over the downstream edge of the annular orifice. The break wires used were thicker
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Figure 5. Pseudo-schlieren frames from a simulation of the shock implosion facility.

than the diaphragm material and shielded with a plastic coating that was considerably tougher than the
brittle aluminum foil diaphragm. For this reason, it is thought that diaphragm rupture would have occurred
prior to wire breakage and the 100-µs break period is considered the maximum time required for diaphragm
rupture. Thus, while the diaphragm presence will alter the implosion structure from that shown in the
numerical simulation, some type of multiple-implosion structure was also expected in the experiment. Such
a shock configuration enhances the possibility for interactions between the two imploding waves to promote
initiation, as discussed in Wang et al.21

Reflected Wave Pressure
During each experiment, the Mach number of the incident shock wave was determined from the wave arrival
times at pressure transducers ST2 and ST3 in the shock tube.

M23 =

∆x23
√
∆t23 γ1 R1 T1

(1)

This allowed the post-shock pressure to be determined using the shock-jump equations for a perfect gas and
the conditions behind the reflected wave to be estimated by assuming that the flow behind the reflected wave
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had zero velocity (u5 = 0):

P5
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Thus, the pressure ratio across the reflected shock wave can be approximated as a function of the measured incident Mach number. A similar relationship for the reflected temperature can be found with this
assumption.
The actual P5 values measured in the experiment (at transducer ST4) were initially significantly lower than
that predicted by shock-tube theory (Eq. 2). Experiments were performed to quantify this effect. Figure 6
compares the expected P5 value from Eq. 2 to experimental data obtained from a M = 1.52 incident shock
reflecting from both a flat end wall and the test section assembly. Transducer data from the test section
assembly (ST4 and TS1) correspond to a test where detonation occurred at a time of 15 ms, which was
after wave reflection from the downstream test section end flange. The wave shown in the TS1 trace is a
non-reacting shock wave.
For the flat end wall case, Fig. 6 shows the postshock pressure measured at the flat end wall to be about
10% lower than the expected value, possibly due to heat losses to the wall. With the test section installed,
multiple reflections are present in the annular orifice region as shown in the numerical simulations (Fig. 5).
Data collected at ST4 shows the first reflection from the upstream test section flange arrives at approximately
9.2 ms and its postshock pressure is initially about 40% lower than that expected from a single reflected
wave. The second reflection, from the shock tube end flange, eventually reaches ST4 and brings the pressure
up to that of the flat wall case, although the simulation shows that it is diffracted both by the complex
flow around the upstream test flange and the flow into the annular orifice. The data in Fig. 6 indicate that
it takes approximately 0.6 ms for this wave to reach transducer ST4, although it passes the annular orifice
region earlier in time.

Classification of Data
Each test was classified as one of four outcomes depending on the mode of combustion observed. The four
possibilities were: prompt detonation, DDT, reflected detonation, and no initiation. Examples of each are
presented now as combined pressure-time and space-time diagrams with distance values corresponding to
the scale shown in Fig. 3. Zero distance on the vertical axis corresponds to the inner edge of the test-section
upstream flange. Negative distances are located in the shock tube while positive distances are located in the
test section. Pressure trace baselines (dotted lines) indicate the location of the transducer relative to the zero
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Figure 6. Postshock pressures for different end wall conditions.

distance. The square symbols connected by a dashed line are ionization probe data indicating the arrival
of a strong reaction front at the location and time indicated. A wave was considered to be a detonation if
the average wave speed in between each pair of ionization probes was within 10% of the CJ velocity UCJ
and the shock wave was closely coupled to the combustion front. Wave overpressures were also examined to
ensure the presence of a detonation.
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Figure 7. Prompt detonation initiation.
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Prompt Detonation
During a prompt detonation, the first pressure transducer TS1 and ionization probe I1 in the test section
detected a detonation wave. An example of such an outcome in a mixture of C2 H4 + 3O2 is shown in Fig. 7.
In the combined pressure-time and space-time diagram, the lower three shock tube pressure traces show
propagation of the incident shock wave with a Mach number of 1.52. Shortly after 9 ms, the incident wave
reflects from the annular orifice region and generates an imploding wave in the test section that initiates
a detonation. The detonation pressure is recorded by the transducers and the arrival of the reaction zone
is detected by the ionization probes. Ionization probe data show that the detonation is propagating at a
constant speed within 10% of UCJ and coupling between the shock and the reaction front is evident in Fig. 7.
Meanwhile, in the shock tube, the reflected shock wave travels back down the tube and is chased by a larger
pressure wave from the detonation initiation in the test section. The larger wave eventually overtakes the
reflected shock as can be seen in the lowermost pressure trace.
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10.0

12.0

Time (ms)

Figure 8. DDT.

Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition
Experiments were labeled DDT when the combustion mode was observed to transition from a deflagration
to a detonation before the incident shock wave reached the end of the test section. The DDT process is
shown in a mixture of C2 H4 + 3O2 + 0.44N2 (10% N2 by volume) in Fig. 8. A shock wave of Mach number
1.88 travels down the shock tube and reflects from the annular orifice region as in the previous example.
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However, a detonation is not immediately initiated. The first wave recorded in the test section is a shock
wave. The ionization probes indicate that the shock is trailed by an accelerating deflagration. Near the
middle of the test section (0.7 m), transition to an overdriven detonation (P = 7.0 MPa, U = 2670 m/s)
occurs. The overdriven detonation relaxes as it travels down the test section and has a pressure and wave
velocity characteristic of a CJ detonation wave shortly before it reflects off the test-section end wall.
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Figure 9. Initiation behind the reflected wave.

Detonation after Reflection
Some mixtures only initiated behind the reflected wave in the test section. In Fig. 9, a shock wave of Mach
number 1.46 in the shock tube generated an implosion in the test section filled with a mixture of C2 H4
+ 3O2 + 4N2 (50% N2 by volume) but failed to detonate the mixture. The implosion process propagated
a shock wave through the test section, which reflected from the test-section end flange. A large explosion
occurred near ionization probe I8 roughly 2 ms after the reflected wave had passed by. The closest pressure
trace, TS4, measured the explosion pressure to be 26 MPa, which is more than eight times PCJ for the
test mixture. A significant ionization front was detected on only four of the nine transducers in the test
section because the increased density behind the incident shock in the test section (M = 1.53) compressed
the combustible test mixture into the last half of the tube.
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Figure 10. No initiation.

No Initiation
In some cases, low wave speeds and pressures were measured by the pressure transducers and no ionization
was detected. Such experiments were deemed initiation failures. Data from such a failure in a mixture of
C2 H4 + 3O2 + 6N2 (60% N2 by volume) are shown in Fig. 10. A Mach 1.70 shock wave in the shock tube
created a Mach 1.75 wave in the test section. The wave reflected from the test-section end wall and traveled
back into the shock tube with no combustion occurring in the 20 ms data acquisition window.

Initiation Results
Summary plots of the incident shock tube Mach number M versus percent diluent are shown in Figs. 11 and 12
for stoichiometric ethylene-oxygen and propane-oxygen mixtures with varying nitrogen dilution by volume.
During the experiments, the incident shock strength varied from M = 1.31 to 2.08. Propagation of an
incident shock Mach number of 2.08 into an atmospheric-pressure test section exceeded the facility limits
and was tested only once. Numbers to the left of the DDT data symbols indicate the number of the ionization
probe that was closest to the DDT event. Figures 11 and 12 show that for a given diluent concentration, a
large incident shock strength resulted in prompt detonation in the test section. As M was decreased, prompt
detonation no longer occurred, instead resulting in either DDT or detonation initiation behind the reflected
shock. If M was too low, combustion no longer occurred.
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Figure 11. Initiation results for ethylene-oxygen-nitrogen data.

Both fuels required increasing M to achieve detonation as the amount of dilution was increased. For the
ethylene mixtures, this rate of increase jumped dramatically near dilution values of 50%. Propane mixtures
exhibited a steeper rate of increase for low dilution values and reached the facility limit at 40% nitrogen
dilution before the presence of a similar trend could be investigated.
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Figure 12. Initiation results for propane-oxygen-nitrogen data.
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Detonation initiation was not achieved for fuel-air mixtures in this study, even when testing at the facility
limit of M = 2.08, which generated a measured reservoir pressure of 1.1 MPa. Thus, the experimental
data indicates a stronger driver system is required for ethylene-air initiation than was recommended in the
numerical work.22 However, as discussed, the experiment did not create an ideal implosion, but rather
several closely spaced implosions whose symmetry was interrupted by the presence of support struts (which
blocked 13% of the annular orifice) and diaphragm fragments. The diameter of the test section was also
smaller than in the numerical work.22 Increasing the diameter of the detonation tube to the values used by
Li and Kailasanath22 could enhance the initiation process by allowing the imploding shock wave to achieve
higher values of compression during the implosion process. However, an increased tube diameter would also
reduce the amount of confinement, moving potential reflecting surfaces away from the implosion focus, which
has been shown to be detrimental to the success of the implosion process.2 Thus, it is not clear what net
effect changing the diameter would have on the initiation process. Switching to a fuel-air driver gas could
also help the process by injecting a combustible mixture into the test section rather than inert air.

Experimental Uncertainty
The dominant source of uncertainty in the experimental velocity measurements was due to the sampling
rate and finite size of the pressure transducers and ion probes used to detect the wave arrival in each test.
Wave velocities shown in this work were calculated by dividing the distance L between each transducer by
the difference in arrival times ∆t at each transducer, such that vnom = L/∆t. Such a method assumes that
waves were centered on each transducer at the instant of data sampling.
The uncertainty associated with this technique can be found by determining the velocity variations that
would result from the transducer detecting the wave at its leading and trailing edges, as was done in earlier
work2
% Velocity Error =

2d
× 100%
L

(3)

where d is the width of the sensor surface and L is the spacing between sensors. When applied to the
current experiment geometry, the error associated with the shock tube velocity measurements was 2.2% or
smaller while the error in the test section ion probe measurements was less than 2.9%. Thus, all velocity
measurements for this work are considered accurate to within 3.0%.
As with earlier work,2 it is also possible to estimate the uncertainty in the initial mixtures used in the
experiments. The maximum leak rate of the experiment under vacuum was measured to be 20 Pa/min. After
evacuation of the experiment, five minutes was required to fill the vessel. Thus, a maximum air contamination
of 100 Pa was possible during the filling procedure. Temperature measurements were accurate to within ± 3
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K. Assuming a worst case compounding of uncertainty for the leak rates and temperature fluctuations, the
uncertainty in the wave speed UCJ as calculated by STANJAN27 does not exceed ± 2 m/s corresponding to
0.1% of the velocity. We do not provide uncertainty values of the energy inflow estimates discussed in latter
sections due to the large number of approximations used and the fact that these values are only intended to
be used to determine the scaling of energy in the experiment.

Critical Energy Considerations
The shock implosion facility is expected to generate a core of high-energy gas via wave compression. However, it is unclear if that high-energy region then explodes and creates a strong spherical blast wave which
transitions to a spherical detonation prior to reflection from the tube wall, or if wall reflections transform
it to a planar blast wave in the tube that then initiates a planar detonation. This section examines which
initiation mode is present. First, the energy expected for detonation initiation in planar and spherical geometries based on previous work is reviewed. The energy input to the current experiments is then estimated
and used to show that the data scales well with the planar energy mode.

Unconfined Blast Wave Initiation
Direct detonation initiation from a blast wave occurs when rapid energy deposition into a mixture (e.g., via
2

an exploding wire or high explosive) generates a strong blast wave that satisfies the condition (Us /c0 )  1.
The blast wave immediately begins to decay as it expands; however, for combustible mixtures, sufficiently
strong blast waves will evolve into detonation waves.28 Blast waves that are too weak decay to shock waves
trailed by a decoupled deflagration. Early work by Zeldovich et al.29 proposed that in order for the blast
wave to successfully transition to a detonation wave, adequate time must be available for the shocked gas
to release its chemical energy before the wave decays too much. This led to the understanding that, for
successful initiation to occur, the period from the instant of energy release until the blast wave decayed
to some minimum value (say UCJ ) must be on the order of the induction time of the mixture. In terms
of chemistry, weak blast waves do not elevate the post-shock gas temperature sufficiently long for chainbranching reactions to build the necessary radical pool required for a self-sustaining detonation.
Expressing this coupling between the blast-wave decay and the detonation chemistry in terms of length-scales
rather than time-scales, leads to
∆∗
≤ β∗
R∗

(4)

where R∗ is the wave radius when it has decayed to some critical velocity U∗ , and ∆∗ is the mixture-specific
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induction length for the wave at that velocity. The value β∗ is the critical ratio of reaction zone length to
blast-wave radius required for coupling of chemical reactions to the shock wave. If the blast wave decays too
rapidly or the mixture’s chemical reaction is too slow, the detonation wave will fail to develop.
With this criterion, the nonreactive blast wave solution30 can be used to solve for the source energy Es . For
strong blast waves, the energy contained inside of a spherical control volume bounded by the blast wave is
constant,
Es =

ρ0 U∗2 R∗3

Z 
V

|û|2
ê +
2



ρ̂ 4πr̂2 dr̂

=

constant

(5)

where the characteristic dimensional parameters of initial gas density ρ0 , critical radius R∗ , and critical
velocity U∗ have been used to nondimensionalize the integral.
Representing the integral as a constant B1 and solving for R∗ yields

R∗ = B 2
−1/3

where the constant B2 = B1

Es
ρ0

1/3

−2/3

U∗

(6)

. Substituting R∗ into the coupling criterion described by Eq. 4 and solving

for Es yields
Es ≥ B 3

ρ0 U∗2 ∆3∗
β∗3

(7)

∗
where the constant B3 = B2−3 . Thus, the minimum energy Espherical
required for direct initiation of a

spherical detonation wave
∗
Espherical
∝

ρ0 U∗2 ∆3∗
β∗3

(8)

scales with the initial density of the gas and inversely with the cube of the critical ratio β∗ . Often, velocities
on the order of UCJ are chosen for U∗ and either the CJ induction length ∆CJ or the cell size λ are used
for ∆∗ . The constant of proportionality and critical ratio determined by Zeldovich et al.29 predicted lower
values by several orders of magnitude than are experimentally observed; however, the cubic dependence of
Eq. 8 on the length scale was observed in the experimental data.
Subsequently, a number of studies have examined this relationship both experimentally31, 32 and numerically.33 Comparison of empirical models fitted to the data by Benedick32 showed agreement with the
“surface energy model”34
∗
∼
Espherical
= 430 ρ0 D2 λ3 .

(9)

A theoretical and numerical analysis of blast wave initiation by Eckett et al.33 used simplified kinetic models
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to find a similar expression using induction zone length instead of cell size
∗
∼
Espherical
= B ρ0 U∗2 θ3 ∆3∗

(10)

where their choice for U∗ was slightly lower than the CJ value. The value θ is the reduced activation
energy
θ=

Ea
R̃Ts

(11)

in which R̃ is the universal gas constant and Ts is the post-shock temperature. Eckett et al.33 showed that
this model was in reasonable quantitative agreement with experimental H2 -air, C2 H4 -air, and CH4 -O2 -N2
direct initiation data.
In order to extend Eq. 8 to the planar and cylindrical geometries, it is necessary to consider the dimensions
∗
of the E ∗ term. For spherical initiation energies, Espherical
has dimensions of energy M L2 /T 2 . However, for
∗
cylindrical initiation, the energy is per unit length, i.e., Ecylindrical
has dimensions of M L/T 2 . Finally, the
∗
planar initiation energy Eplanar
is per unit area and has dimensions of M/T 2 . To keep Eq. 8 dimensionally

correct in these geometries, additional units of length are required such that

Eh∗ R∗h = Ah ρ0 U∗2 R∗3

(12)

where h = 2, 1, and 0 for planar, cylindrical, and spherical geometries, respectively. Ah accounts for both
the constant of proportionality and 1/β∗3 from Eq. 8. Collecting terms,
Ej∗ = Aj ρ0 U∗2 R∗j

(13)

where j = 1, 2, and 3 for planar, cylindrical, and spherical geometries, respectively. To date, most comparisons32, 33, 35 between theory and experiment have studied only spherical initiation into an unconfined volume
although some work has been done on cylindrical geometries.36, 37

Effect of Confinement on a Blast Wave
Few studies have been performed to determine the minimum energy required to initiate a detonation from
∗
a blast wave inside a tube.38 This minimum energy E ∗ is expected to be less than Espherical
due to
∗
confinement from the tube walls and greater than the minimum energy Etube
required for initiation of a
∗
∗
planar detonation in the tube. The range between Etube
and Espherical
can be several orders of magnitude.
∗
For example, in stoichiometric propane-air, the work of Radulescu36 predicts that Espherical
= 702 kJ while
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∗
∗
Etube
= Eplanar
× Atube = 0.87 kJ for a 7.6 cm ID tube.

This large range makes it desirable to bracket the energy more quantitatively. While actual initiation energies
will be design-dependent due to inefficiencies associated with each system, it is possible to consider how
confining walls near the implosion/explosion center affect the scaling of E ∗ . For example, shock reflection
from the tube walls can be responsible for initiation of a detonation kernel, which initiates the detonation
wave in the tube. For this situation to occur, the blast wave must be of a sufficient strength such that
its reflection from the tube walls generates a region of high energy density that is capable of starting the
detonation kernel. If the blast wave decays too rapidly, or conversely, if the tube diameter is too large, the
reflection process will be too weak to have any effect on the detonation initiation. Under these conditions,
∗
the critical energy required to initiate a detonation inside the tube can be expected to scale with Espherical
,

and the effects of confinement are minimal.
∗
When the effects of confinement are significant, however, the critical energy will be less than Espherical
. It

is proposed that the key requirement for successful initiation with confinement is that the blast wave be of
a minimum strength Ms∗ when it reflects from the tube wall. At this minimum strength, the reaction front
behind the incident wave will decouple and trail the shock front as the wave reflects from the wall. The
reflection from the tube wall, initially regular, will transition into a Mach reflection. The Mach stem has
been shown to be capable of reinitiation of the detonation wave17, 39 as sketched in Fig. 13. It has been
suggested that the reflected shock pressure and temperature must be on the order PCJ and TCJ in order for
the detonation to succeed. The value of Ms∗ required at the limiting condition is not currently known, and,
as such, will be left arbitrary. Thus, the radius of the blast wave when it has decayed to Ms∗ will be denoted
by R∗ .
regular reflection

Mach reflection

localized explosion

reaction

shock
tube wall

decoupled

recoupled

Figure 13. Reinitiation of the detonation wave from Mach reflection with wall confinement.

Once the tube walls confine the flow, the blast wave no longer decays spherically, but, instead, will undergo a
complex series of reflections and eventually transition to a planar wave propagating axially. If the initiation
takes place after the transition to a planar wave, the critical energy will scale with that of the planar
case:
∗
E ∗ ∝ Eplanar
Atube

for

R∗
≥1
Rtube
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(14)

∗
E ∗ ∝ Espherical

for

R∗
1
Rtube

(15)

Thus, Rtube increases for a given blast wave energy (and thus, fixed R∗ ), E ∗ will transition from Eq. 14 to
Eq. 15 (Fig. 14). Thus, confinement enhances the initiation process over only a finite range of tube diameters.
∗
∗
2
Solving for the intersection of Espherical
and Eplanar
πRtube
using the values of Radulescu36 yields that the

transition occurs near Rtube = 21.6λ, which corresponds to approximately 1.0 m for propane-air mixtures at
0.10 MPa and 295 K. This logic implies that for the current study, the initiation energy should scale with
the planar energy.

E*
E*spherical

E*planar πR2tube

Rtube
Figure 14. Critical energy scaling for a confined blast wave.

Estimating Experimental Energy Input
The unsteady energy-balance relation can be used to explore the E ∗ scaling relationship by estimating the
energy input to the shock implosion initiator. Setting a stationary control volume around the test-section
tube wall (Fig. 15) and assuming that the flow is adiabatic with no body forces, shear forces, or heat addition,
the energy equation is
d
dt

Z
V



|u|2
ρ e+
dV = h0 ρAur
2

(16)

where A is the area of the annular orifice, h0 is the total enthalpy of the inflow (which is conserved), and
ur is the velocity of the gas through the orifice. Note that since the control volume follows the inside of the
test-section wall, all flow must enter the control volume through the annular orifice. The flow velcoity ur is
assumed to be radially inward and constant across the orifice.
With the assumption that the flow into the orifice behaves as a perfect gas with a constant heat capacity
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annular orifice
shock-tube
reservoir
T0, P0, c0

c1

sonic throat (*)

test-section tube

control volume

flow

Figure 15. The control volume considered for the shock implosion tests.

and isentropically chokes at the orifice, the energy input can be expressed as
Z
V

|u|2
ρ e+
2





dV ≈

γ
γ−1



γ+1
2

γ+1
 2(1−γ)

P0 c0 (2πRtube w)

Rtube
c1

(17)

where 2πR1 w has been substituted for the inflow area A. The parameter w is the width of the annular
orifice. The equation has been multiplied by a characteristic time tc , based on the initial speed of sound c1
in the test section and the tube radius, such that tc = Rtube /c1 .
For an air driver, the value of γ ≈ 1.4 and the energy is approximately
|u|2
ρ e+
2


Z
V



2
dV ≈ 10 w P0 Rtube

c0
.
c1

(18)
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Figure 16. The energy input to the test-section tube for the shock implosion experiment for ethylene-oxygennitrogen data with m1 = 0.79 and m3 = 8.3×108 .
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Figure 17. The energy input to the test-section tube for the shock implosion experiment for propane-oxygennitrogen data with m1 = 1.6 and m3 = 1.8×109 .

Figures 16 and 17 show the energy input calculated with Eq. 18 for the data from Figs. 11 and 12. Mach
numbers in Figs. 11 and 12 were used with the chemical equilibrium code STANJAN27 to predict the
reservoir conditions P0 and T0 . The data indicate that it takes roughly twice as much energy input to
achieve detonation in the propane mixtures compared to the ethylene mixtures.
Two curves are also plotted on each of the figures, which scale with the planar and spherical initiation
energies using a form of Eq. 13,
Ej∗ = mj ρ0 D2 ∆j

(19)

where ∆ is the mixture specific induction zone length and mj is a scaling constant that was chosen such that
the two curves coincide at 0% dilution. Induction distances for the scaling curves were computed with the
ZND program40 with the chemical kinetics mechanism of Konnov.41 The data used to generate the scaling
curves are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Over the range shown, the data agree better with the planar criticalenergy trend rather than the spherical critical-energy trend for both the ethylene and propane mixtures.
This suggests that initiation is occurring in a planar geometry after wall reflection and that the tube walls
are influencing the initiation process.
It is not the intent of this work to present the data of Figs. 16 and 17 as critical energy data for detonation
initiation in a tube. Should the assumptions and approximations used to reach Eq. 18 prove valid, the values
calculated only represent an upper limit of the energy required for detonation in this configuration, as there
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Diluent
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
73.8%
80%

Ethylene
ρ0
D
3
(kg/m ) (m/s)
1.26
1.25
1.24
1.23
1.22
1.20
1.19
1.18
1.17
1.17

2376
2317
2259
2198
2132
2060
1977
1874
1824
1723

∆
(mm)
0.031
0.041
0.054
0.075
0.107
0.164
0.282
0.617
0.963
2.853

Table 1. The ethylene scaling data used in Eq. 19 to generate the curve in Fig. 16.

Diluent
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
73.8%
80%

Propane
ρ0
D
3
(kg/m ) (m/s)
1.39
1.36
1.34
1.31
1.29
1.26
1.24
1.22
1.20
1.19

2361
2306
2252
2195
2132
2062
1981
1879
1801
1728

∆
(mm)
0.030
0.040
0.054
0.076
0.114
0.187
0.358
0.916
2.072
4.809

Table 2. The propane scaling data used in Eq. 19 to generate the curve in Fig. 17.

was no way to cut off the mass flow (and thus energy input) to the initiator and find the lower limit able
to initiate a detonation. Furthermore, theoretical values of P0 and T0 calculated from the experimentally
measured Mach number were used in the calculation, while direct measurements of P0 were initially 60% of
the theoretical values. The actual T0 is likely lower as well, but was not measured. Accounting for these
losses in the calculations with Eq. 18 would significantly decrease the calculated energy input values.
In earlier work, Radulescu et al.37 determined that the explosion length R0 , computed from their initiation
energies, scaled with the mixture cell size. Such analysis is difficult to justify in the current study since, as
mentioned, the energy inputs Es computed in this section overestimate the critical initiaion energy. Further
complications exist due to the dearth of cell size data in the range of the experiments.42 With extrapolated
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cell data and assuming a planar initiation mode for the explosion length, the ratio of the explosion length
to the cell size
R0
Es
=
λ
P0 λ

(20)

is approximately 90 and 450 in the current study for ethylene and propane mixtures respectively. Extrapolation of each case to λ = 0 yields a nonzero value of R0 . This observation coupled with the fact that
these ratios are typically closer to 20-30 for ethylene-oxygen-nitrogen and propane-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures demonstrates that the values of Es in the current study do indeed overpredict the critical initiation
energy.

Summary
Imploding annular shock waves were propagated into a detonation tube filled with ethylene-oxygen-nitrogen
and propane-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures to establish the minimum imploding shock strength necessary to
successfully initiate detonations. The minimum shock strength required for initiation was found to increase
with increasing dilution. This work is the first experimental verification of the concept of using a nonreacting
annular jet to initiate detonation in reactive mixtures and the data indicate that detonation initiation in
fuel-air mixtures would require shock driver pressures well above those predicted by numerical work.22 It
should be noted, however, that the experiments used a converging jet of air to create the imploding shock
wave that was interrupted by support struts and diaphragm fragments. This experimental study also used a
smaller diameter tube than the numerical work. These effects prevent a definitive evaluation of the numerical
results of Li and Kailasanath,22 but do provide the best tests to date of this concept.
Criteria predicting the effect of confinement on the scaling of the critical energy for detonation initiation
from a blast wave in a tube were reasoned based on a comparison of the decay length of the blast wave versus
the radius of the tube walls. The critical energy input to the shock implosion initiator was estimated for the
experimental conditions tested by using the energy equation applied to the test section as a control volume.
The critical energy was found to scale better with the energy required to initiate a planar wave rather than
a spherical wave, implying that for the current experiment, detonation initiation was strongly influenced by
the tube confinement and occurred after the wave transitioned to a planar front.
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